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Encouragement of cooperative efforts between agencies and 
utilities to comply with MBTA and reduce avian/power line issues 

BACKGROUND 

 



► Formed in late 1980s to address whooping crane collisions 

• Continues to address current avian/power line issues          
 (e.g., eagles, prairie chickens, sage-grouse, whooping cranes) 

► Members include over 60 utilities, RUS, NRECA, EEI, BLM and USFWS 

► Example of a successful, long-term collaborative partnership with industry 

 

► APLIC Model  

• Collaboration and communication between stakeholders are key 

• Industry involvement is a critical component to successful implementation of 
guidelines, BMPs, etc. 

• APPs are a win-win for birds and utility customers 

• “Easy” solutions are complex; need adaptability and perseverance to find 
solutions and address new issues 

 

AVIAN POWER LINE INTERACTION COMMITTEE 
(APLIC) 



►  APLIC members developed and implemented  
“bird or raptor programs” for their respective utility 
that included measures that were the foundation 
for APPs 

►  First APP developed by Moon Lake Electric 
Assoc. in 1999 as part of a plea agreement for 
“take” of raptors 

►  Many utilities followed with pro-active 
development of APPs to avoid USFWS 
enforcement action and Memorandum of 
Understanding (MOUs) 

► Oil and gas companies, mine operators and other 
energy developers are developing their own 
versions of APPs for their facilities to minimize 
risk of prosecution under MBTA 

►  In 2005, APLIC and USFWS issued formal APP 
guidelines for power lines; these formed basis for 
current BBCSs for wind energy 

 

HISTORY OF AVIAN PROTECTION PLANS (APP) 



► 2005 – APLIC and USFWS released Avian 
Protection Plan (APP) Guidelines  

• Programmatic approach focused on system 
wide electric utility infrastructure (overhead 
lines and substations) new construction, 
operation/maintenance activities, mortality 
reporting and employee training 

► USFWS issued “Land-Based Wind Energy 
Guidelines” and “Draft Eagle Conservation 
Plan Guidance” in March 2012 

• Five tiered approach for evaluating wildlife risk 

• Requires development of Bird and Bat 
Conservation Strategy (BBCS) and Eagle 
Conservation Plan (ECP) for individual wind 
projects 

APLIC AND USFWS GUIDANCE –  
AVIAN PROTECTION PLAN AND WIND SITING 



► Intended to help utilities manage avian/power line issues 

► Each utility’s voluntary APP will be different based on species of 
birds at risk, needs, line designs, service area, scale, etc. 

► Common themes to all APPs – reduce bird mortality and 
improve service reliability, part of routine maintenance 

► “Living document” – open agency communication, regular 
internal review and update as needed to improve effectiveness 

► APP Guidelines include 12 principles in a “toolbox” of resources 
that utilities can use to create a specific program that meets their 
needs 

► Available at www.aplic.org and www.fws.gov 

OVERVIEW OF 2005 APP GUIDELINES 



►Corporate Policy 

►Training 

►Permit Compliance 

►Construction Design 
Standards 

►Nest Management 

►Avian Reporting System 
 

 

►Risk Assessment Mortality 
Reduction Measures 

►Avian Enhancement Options 

►Quality Control 

►Public Awareness 

►Key Resources 

 

 12 PRINCIPLES IN APP GUIDELINES 



► Investor or member owned utilities – conduct risk 
assessment surveys, new or update APPs 

► Wind developments - risk assessment surveys, 
feeder line retrofits and APP – 40 Avangrid wind 
farms in U.S. multi-year project 

► Moon Lake Electric Association – UT- APP 
updated 

► City of Farmington – NM - new APP 

► NorthWestern Energy – MT- APP update 

► Montana Electric Cooperatives Association 
(MECA) Statewide APP, Implementation Plans 
(IPs) and reporting – 22 participating members 

CURRENT EFFORTS CONDUCTING RISK 
ASSESSMENTS AND DEVELOPMENT OR 
UPDATING OF APPs  
 



Members facilities include over 54,544 miles of lines and 160,000 
customer-owners in Montana 

MECA MEMBERS 



MECA Hosted APLIC and APP Workshops in Montana 
► APLIC/Sage grouse Workshop – October 2012 
► Avian Protection Workshop – October 2014 
Reasons for APP Development 
► Support and encouragement from USFWS LE and DOJ to develop Montana Statewide 

APP 
► Reduced bird mortality and risk of prosecution (MBTA,BGEPA) 
► Improved service reliability, problem nest issues 
► Positive public image and working relationship with agencies 
APP Development Steps  
► Coordination and buy in from 22 MECA members and cooperating agencies for one APP 

and individual member implementation plans (IPs) - 2015 
► Coordination with members APP steering group, preparation of outlines and APP drafts, 

member and agency review - 2015/16 
► Final APP and press release – Q1 2016 
► Preparation of 22 member IPs – 2016, with 21 finalized 
► MECA member on-line mortality reporting system – ongoing 2017 
Burns & McDonnell (BMcD) developed the concept of an Implementation Plan (IP) to 
describe in detail how each MECA member will implement the APP. 

 

MECA MEMBERS APP DEVELOPMENT EFFORTS 



►Regulations - Several investor owned and 
member owned cooperative electric utilities 
have been investigated and charged with the 
unauthorized “take” of protected birds under 
MBTA and BGEPA. 

►Reliability - Bird and animal caused 
outages impact reliability, can damage 
equipment and be costly. 

►Relations - Bird and animal caused 
outages and associated deaths can damage a 
utilities' public relations or environmental 
stewardship image. 
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REASONS FOR DEVELOPING AN APP - The three R’s 



► Migratory Bird Treaty Act (MBTA) - over 
1020 species covered 

► Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act 
(BGEPA) 

► Endangered Species Act (ESA) 

► State and Federal Special Status 
Species Conservation Measures 

► FERC,ROW Grants, CUP - Conditions 
USFWS Office of Law Enforcement (LE) carries out its 
mission to protect migratory birds through investigation 
and enforcement of incidental take. There is no 
provision in MBTA to authorize “take” but LE can use 
“prosecutorial discretion” when investigating utilities 
with APPs and have a good working relationship with 
USFWS.  

 

REGULATIONS – AVIAN RESOURCES 



USFWS LE has brought charges against and received 
settlements from investor owned and cooperative electric 
utilities, oil and gas producers, wind plant owners and other 
energy developments for violation of the MBTA and BGEPA.  
► Results included settlements with fines ranging 

from $100,000 to $10 million, retrofitting of 
designated number of poles, development of 
APP, consultation with USFWS and multi-year 
probation period.  

► Because of a history of impacts to active 
migratory bird nests, a southeastern electric 
utility received a fine for impacting an active 
migratory bird nest during regular line clearance 
activities. 

► USFWS LE will often ask a utility if it has an 
APP when investigating reported or discovered 
MBTA/BGEPA species mortalities. 
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VIOLATIONS AND SETTLEMENTS 



Development of a self-directed APP that identifies how the utility will 
proactively minimize problem nests and avian electrocution risks through 
bird friendly new construction designs and identification of retrofit 
measures and materials can improve reliability.  

► Bird interactions with overhead power lines that 
can lead to extended or momentary outages 
includes nests, collisions and electrocutions.  

► The majority of problem nests or bird 
electrocutions that create outages or reliability 
issues occur on distribution poles with 
unprotected or exposed equipment.  

► Reducing bird or animal caused outages and 
improving system reliability is important to the 
utility, the regulator that sets reliability 
standards, as well as the residential customer. 
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RELIABILITY 



Bird nests built on structures can be a problem and are often quite visible 
to the public.  In some cases nests of certain species are being watched 
or monitored by concerned citizens. 
► Removal of a problem nest by crews to 

prevent a fire or outage may result in 
public outcry even if the utility has a SPUT 
permit. 

► Development of a voluntary APP that 
follows the 2005 APP Guidelines and 
identifies ways a utility can minimize and 
manage problem nests and avian 
interaction risks while allowing the 
operational flexibility for the utility is 
important. 

► An implemented APP can result in 
improved relations with customers, 
agencies, environmental organizations, 
and employees. 
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RELATIONS 



►Reduced bird mortality and 
risk of prosecution 
(MBTA,BGEPA, ESA) 

► Improved service and 
system reliability 

►Favorable public perception 

►Positive working 
relationships with agencies 

► Integrate avian protection 
with routine O&M activities 

►Control and manage budget 

BENEFITS OF AN IMPLEMENTED APP 



QUESTIONS 
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